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This study aims to enhance the mechanical properties of polymer material using type of natural fiber. Bamboo fiber considered the strongest between the natural fibers group, it have low density, high mechanical strength in addition to its availability makes it economical applicable and have potential for used as engineering material. The study is concerned with evaluate some of the mechanical properties (Tensile strength, Bending strength, Impact strength) for the resultant composite reinforced with 10, 20 and 30 vol.% of bamboo fibers, as compared with received material. With the natural reinforcement, the optimum mechanical properties in comparison with the as received epoxy were achieved. The results indicated that the tensile strength increased from 13.51 MPa to 33.50 MPa (that is a percentage increase of 150 %), also the bending strength increased from 24.25 MPa to 44.5 MPa (that is a percentage increase about 83 %), as well as, the increase of the impact strength from 41 kJ/m\textsuperscript{2} to 69 kJ/m\textsuperscript{2} (that is a percentage increase about 68 %).
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INTRODUCTION

The using of polymeric matrix-composite (PMCs) materials are increased rapidly in both terms of the applications and research [1]. Its benefit over other matters related to specific characteristics investigated such as stiffness and fatigue properties, tensile, bending strengths and impact [2].

Recently, natural fibers are considered as good substitute instead of conventional fibers, mainly the aramid fiber and glass fiber, which utilized in different industrial but also contributing in many problems like "pollution" [3]. Furthermore, they have many advantages such as less of wear in processing equipment, excellent toughness, great strength-to-weight ratio, low abrasiveness, low density and biodegradability [4]. In addition, this type of fiber is considered as "environmentally friendly" due to their neutral characteristic with respect to carbon dioxide emissions, the main responsible for climate changes and global warming [5].

Bamboo, is one of the most applied plants in structural applications, have a stiff culms, unique microstructure and potential to application as ballistic resistant material [6] [7]. Bamboo is also called "grass-type plant" with a strong and rigid culm reaches to, several meters height and more than 8-10 cm in diameter. Bamboo fibers must be stripped off from its culms and conducted as reinforcement of polymeric material. Therefore, the main disadvantages of bamboo column for direct utilize in engineering applications was its semi cylindrical shape [7] [8]. Nowadays, bamboo-fiber composites can be considered as a supplement, it will may substitute petroleum based composite materials in many applications, and thus may be displaying consumer, environmental, agriculture and manufacturing new advantages [9].

Several researchers investigated the ability of fabrication epoxy composites reinforced with natural or bamboo fibers to produce composite materials with more cost effective and environment friendly, some of them are Tokoro et al., (2008) investigated in three different kinds of bamboo fiber as alkali treated filament, steam exploded filament and short fiber bundle blend with polylactic acid. Results indicated that there are a new values for highest impact resistance and bending strength [10]. Salma et al., (2009) assessed the addition of glass-bamboo fiber to the polypropylene matrix. Results revealed that the composites fabricate with 30% Vol. showed highest mechanical properties, as compared to the received polypropylene. Where the impact resistance, bending strength and the tensile strength increased about 83%, 86% and 69% respectively [11]. Gabriel Oliveira Glória et. al. (2015) studied the Charpy energy (impact resistance) of epoxy composites reinforced with 30 vol. % of bamboo fibers. The impact resistance was increased exponentially with the volume fraction of fiber that incorporated [5]. Renato Batista da Cruz et. al. (2015) evaluated a ballistic properties of a multi-layered armor contain epoxy reinforced with plate of bamboo fibers with a front ceramic tile. Bamboo fiber composite performs as high efficient barrier for the fragments produced from the
ceramic tile brittle behavior. In the personal protection, this layer performs not only an excellent ballistic performance but also economic benefit and lightness over the synthetic fiber [12]. Khan et al. (2017) prepared epoxy composite reinforced with bamboo fiber using the traditional hand lay-up method, results revealed that composites which having 2.5 cm fiber length had greater fracture toughness values than resultant composites with short lengths of fiber [13].

This present work, aims to fabricate polymeric composite material based on renewable resource (natural fibers) used as reinforcement material. The resultant composite can be described as a low-cost, viable and alternative with good mechanical properties to polymer materials in different industrial applications.

**EXPERIMENTAL WORK**

**Materials matrix and reinforcement**

The reinforcing material utilized in this study was the column of giant bamboo supplied from Al-Nasiriya (south of Iraq). Fig. 1a, shows the as received culms. Fibers were stripped off manually with a sharp blade from the dried culms, as shown in Fig. 1b, bamboo fibers were manually sized into 1mm diameter and 200mm length. The longitudinal orientation of the fiber match with the column and corresponds to the original direction of the bamboo cellulose fibers. Then, the bamboo fibers that be stripped off were dried in a material laboratory oven in Technical engineering college-Baghdad, at 50 °C for one day to remove any moisture.

Finally, fibers were soaked in NaOH solutions at the room temperature for 10 hours. After its alkali treatment, fibers were washed thoroughly with water to neutralize pH, and dried in air for 12 hours, then in oven for 8 hours at 50 °C. The chemical treatment methods can be enhance the interfacial adhesion (strength) between the natural fibers and the epoxy matrix. Generally, the modification of bamboo fiber (chemical treatment) are effective method to take off the impurities and remove the bond between the natural fibers in which the resultant composites in various percentage will get the different results of testing. Where, the various techniques required for enhancing adhesion of interfacial surface, refers to the hydrophilic nature of this type of fiber.

In this study, the epoxy matrix was type of Polyprime-Ep, which is the product of Henkel Polybit Industries (UAE). The composite was fabricated using open mould system. A mixing ratio of (2 epoxy: 1 hardener) was selected based on the epoxy manufacturer’s guidance. A mold was manufactured inside the material laboratory in the technical engineering college, consists of a plastic base surrounded with four panel from outside, and divided inside into three parts represent three fiber volume fractions (10, 20, 30) % respectively, that are to be investigated. The resulted composite panel would be taken out after 1 day to fully solidification, then after 14 days curing time they were ready to be cut and tested. The panel dimension were (4x100x200)mm, which were to be cut for the required dimensions for the bending, tensile, and impact test specimens, as in Fig. 2.
Mechanical testing

**Tensile test**: the specimens were cut according to ASTM D3039 standardization, and this test was performed in the Institute of Technology at Baghdad.

**Bending test**: the specimens were cut according to ASTM D790 standardization, as shown in Fig. 3. This test was performed on the same universal tester.

**Impact test**: the specimens were cut according to (ISO 179-1982 E). This test was carried at the applied science department of the University of Technology, as shown in Fig. 3.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

The mechanical properties for this type of composite may be affected by different factors such as: fiber length, fiber aspect ratio, fibers volume fraction, orientation of fibers and the adhesion between fibers and matrix.

**Tensile test results**

The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and (stress – strain curve) of the resultant bamboo composite as compared with received epoxy are shown in Fig. 4. The resultant composite materials that reinforced with (10%, 20% and 30% bamboo fiber) have an ultimate tensile strength higher than that of the epoxy matrix material.
From the results of UTS, it can be seen that the relation between stress and bamboo fiber percent is not linear, where, the results indicate strength of the resultant composite increased dramatically as the natural fiber content increased, as shown Fig. 4 which explains the relation between the UTS and Vol% of the bamboo fiber. Practically, the tensile strength increased from 13.50 N/mm$^2$ of the as received epoxy, and reached to around 21.45 N/mm$^2$ at 10% fiber volume fraction, and to 28.17 N/mm$^2$ at 20% fiber volume fraction, and finally to around 33.59 N/mm$^2$ at 30% fiber volume fraction. This increment may be due to that the bamboo fiber have high tensile strength with respect to its weight, which originate from the longitudinal alignment of fibers in its body, and this makes bamboo fiber an attractive substitute to metals (such as steel or other alloy) in the application of tensile loading.

Indeed, all the specimens at the failure shown that the resultant composite displays less fragments and good adhesion between fibers and matrix, as shown in Fig. 3 c and e. Furthermore, the bamboo epoxy composite is significantly lighter and less expensive than other type of fiber like aramid fabric. These reasons might be considered as practical benefits in favor of bamboo epoxy composites over other type like aramid fabric plies [12].

**Bending test**

In this test, most of the specimens failed without breaking up into two or more pieces due to the strong bonding that formed between the epoxy and the bamboo fibers. The other point is that for the variables in this test, the 10% fiber vol. % were not as effective as for the other vol. (20, 30)%., and it looks that, increasing the volume fraction more, the effect of bamboo reinforcement would be even more apparent because the improvement in interfacial bonding between matrix and fibers. The bending strength increased from 24.25N/mm$^2$ of the as received epoxy, and reached to around 30.3N/mm$^2$ at 10% fiber volume fraction, and to 36.6N/mm$^2$ at 20% fiber volume fraction, and finally to around 44.55N/mm$^2$ at 30% fiber volume fraction, as shown in Fig. 5 which are shown the relation between the fiber volume fraction and the bending strength of the resultant composite as compared with received epoxy matrix. As mention previously, natural fibers like bamboo have higher mechanical properties such as stiffness, flexibility and modulus, than epoxy matrix. Therefore, it is easy to understand that the fiber length and higher fiber content could provide higher flexural stiffness during the bending test.
However, results might be enhance more, where, specimens showed negligible differences in bending strength. This state revealed that the bamboo fibers may be not act effectively as reinforcements to the resin. In this case, the bending strength of the resultant composites was still controlled by the epoxy matrix properties. This was mainly attributed to the fact that bamboo fibers were randomly oriented in the epoxy matrix at low volume fraction. That’s, could be explained by the fact that the low fibers content cause non uniform distribution, thus acting as defects initiation, resulting in the decrease of flexural strength [12].

Impact test

Experimentally, the bamboo composites may be have a relatively lower impact resistance (Charpy toughness), because that bamboo was manually extracted from the hard column by using a sharp blade. This certainly produces relatively many defects and disorder in the micro fibers that constitute each fiber [14].

Fig. 6 shows the relation between impact energy and volume fraction of the bamboo fibers that reinforcing epoxy matrix composites. It can be seen that, as the bamboo fibers content increased, the impact energy increased too. Where, The impact energy absorbed increased from 41.22 kJ/m² of the pure epoxy, reached to 55.65 kJ/m² at 10% fiber volume fraction, and to 62.12 kJ/m² at 20% fiber volume fraction, finally to around 68.88 kJ/m² at 30% fiber volume fraction, these increment due to the adhesion characteristics that results between the bamboo fibers and epoxy resin matrix. From other hand, the enhancement in the impact resistance can be attributed to the "de-cohesion" of the matrix/fiber low shearing stress interface and tension rupture of the micro fibers. These behaviors result in higher energy absorbed, as a result to longitudinal propagation of multiple cracks and different broken zones of the numerous micro fibers [5].

In this test in can be clearly seen that, rupture is predominantly transversal to the samples length and nucleates at the center, as expected. In the as received epoxy a “flat fracture” surface is demonstrated, while for the case of composites specimens, fibers are shown sticking out of the sample broken surface. This revealed that the crack initiated upon the hammer impact, then propagates across the brittle epoxy resin but is stopped at the bamboo fibers interface. The crack either changes its direction or nucleates another new cracks in between fiber epoxy interface. Consequently, cracks will propagated longitudinally along the fibers interfacial length, then, a greater fracture zone is created in association with higher impact energy [15].

CONCLUSIONS

The concluding remarks derived from this experimental work can be concise as follows:

• Resultant composites of epoxy matrix reinforced with 10, 20 and 30% of aligned and continuous bamboo fibers produce an exponential increase in mechanical performance as a function of the fibers volume fraction increased.

• Ultimate Tensile Strength was highly enhanced within bamboo fibers reinforcement, where it increased about 150% as compared with as received epoxy.

• The bending strength and impact resistance of the resultant composite increased about 83% and 68% respectively, as compared with received epoxy.

• The increment can be attributed to the unique properties of bamboo fiber which have good mechanical properties, as well as to a good interfacial adhesion between bamboo fiber and epoxy matrix.
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